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Ladies and Gentlemen!

In Hungary, we are in the midst of a rapid constitution-making process. The new

constitution is to be enacted before the end of April so there is no use of any

further discussions on the necessity of a new constitution, or about the notmal

course of pteparatoty wotk. The "Guidelines for the new constitution" have

akeady been submitted to Padiament by the preparatory commission of

Padiament and will be decided upon, hopefully this month. Then, from March

15th, Patliament is said to be acting as constitutional assembly and the final text

will be elabotated, as akeady mentioned, within four weeks. The novelties of the

Guidelines ate ftst of all in the Preamble as well as in some rather symbolic

declatations. The normative rules are rn line with the commorr European

constitutional ttadition, therefore they do not differ in merit ftom the present

constitution.

Nevertheless. once we do have this situation rt cafl and should be used to

teconsidet the petfotmance of the constitution in force, to correct its

deficiencies, to update it and, frst of all, to improve its provisions that were

ptogressive alrcady tn 1989 /90 when the curtent constitution had been passed by

Parliament. Out legal community is ^w^re of its special responsibility. A sedes of

confetences have been held, evaluating the official constitution-making process

and wotking out proposals, thus patdy substituting the necessary but missing



prep^r^tory work. This two-day consultation with internattonal and domestic

experts also fits in and conuibutes to this effott.

The ptotection of the environment - alongside with data protection and the

fteedom of infotmation - were the fields where the present constitution in 1989

had set standatds above the Eutop e n avetage. Howevet, since then we have

been facing new and sevete challenges in both fields in the light of which the

once pioneering rules of the valid constitution have by today become if not

obsolete but not sufficiendy effective. And so are also the once so significant

iudgments of the Constitutional Court like for instance the declaration of the

non-derogation pdnciple in the environmental law - that is the duty of the State

to maintain the level of nature protection as gl^r^nteed by law.

But even if some new challenges have not been reflected in our constitution. the

story of out envitonmental rights shows a pefmanent extension and has been

from this point of view in harmony with the internattonal trend. First, the

Constitution speaks of the right to a "healthy" environment and environmental

protection embedded in the means of the implementation of the right to health.

The Constitutional Coutt made it clear that the language of the Constitution

could not be interpreted as a limitation on this right. Back then the Constitutional

Coutt ptovided the btoadest foundation for the right to a healthy environment in

the nght to life. The Court also held that ptevention took precedence over all

othet means to guatafltee the flght to environmental protection. I mentioned

already the non-derogation principle. I would like to stress that this had far

teaching ptacttcal consequences. For instance, the State was obliged to buy back

ptotected areas - mostly fotests - which had been pdvatized before, because



pttvattzaion led to the dismemberment of those areas and the destruction of

natutal treasures.

However, the most significant step was the creation of the padtamentary

commissionet of future generations. The very idea of a guardian for future

genetation represents best the extension of environmental protection beyond the

original emphasis on the right to health and nature conversation. If we speak of

the dghts ot intetests of futute generations we speak of sustainability and must

considet the envitonment in its interrelation with economic growth, social justice

and the need for global cooperation.

I see the significance and impottance of our consultation just in presentiflg this

btoad approach. Yout lectures will show and temind us of the development of

the last decades. The constitutional ptotection and the judicial enforcement of

the right to healthy envitonment have became world-wide norms. SustainabiJity is

understood in the complexity of its economic, social and environmental aspects.

International and domestic legal instruments have indeed become numerous; the

question now is their implementation. Even in the shadow of the unsuccessful

international cLimate conferences, and even if you point to the gap between

words and deeds, fot Hungary and its new constitution it will be decisive and

ctucial whethet the new philosophy of the old "environmental protection" v/ill

be understood and accepted.

Looking at the official Guidelines to the new constitution we can rather see a

falling back to the statting position of the constitution in 1989. This document

mentions the right to healthy environment in the pangraph on the state's duties

to secure physical and mental health, which is implemented among others



thtough the protection of the built and natwal environment. It is true that with

that right the obligatiori to save the environment is also declared. It is true that

accotding to the Guidelines the use of state ownership and the public finances

must also consider the needs of future generations. But the Guidelines ignore the

twenty-year constitutional development, the principles laid down by the

Constitutional Court.

Ye! the principle of not stepping back, the most important achievement in our

envitonmental law, must prevail in the case of the new constitution as well. It is

even more important that the timely spirit, the wide horrzon of environmental

nghts and state goals should be present in the constitution, which means that

propedy understood complex sustainability embracing the economy, the society

and nature, and effective meafls of leaving goods and decisions for the future

generations must be incorporated in it.

In this respect the proposals of the Commissioner for Future Generations are

warmly welcome. They enshrine the duty of the State to set up institutional

guarantees for the living conditions of the present and future generations,

everyone's duty to protect the environmerit and also the dght for them to

participate in decision making. They laid down the principles of sustainable

development, non-detogation, precaution, prevention and the "polluter pays"

principle.

\)7e know how many and how strong dogmatic difficulties arise in connection

with the definition of the velT nature of the right to the environment. Is it a dght

or a state goal, who is the subject of it, who can make a cIakn, who is responsible

and who is the beneficiary etc.? And other similar problems are even more



difficult to tackle in respect to future generations. ITho are they, how far can v/e

look into the future, what about the conflicts between future generations

themselves? While these ptoblems will for a long time still occupy the iegal

theory, ptaclcal steps are necessarT to be taken aheady today. It is better to pass

on the fteedom of choice to the future genetations than to anticipate their

intetests. So it is best to conserve the eoods fot them.

Now the term "propety of the nation" is disputed, but it temains l rnere rhetotic

if only state ownership is meant by this. Instead, the ptotection of cofiunon

goods, like the soil, the water resources, and the genome of the country should

also be elaborated. As a further command of our time, sustainability should have

its constitutional guarantees concerning not oflly the environment and economic

growth but the sustainability of state finances as well.

A further and today a still open point in the discussion on the constitution is the

future of parllamentary commissioners. At present, we have fout

ombudspersons: the classical one for the constitutional tights of citizens, and the

other three padiamentary commissionets fot data ptotection, nattonal minodties

and for future generations. The question is whethet all these fields could be

united in the potfolio of one ombudsman.

The guardian of future generations is an internationally significant achievement.

A step back from this would be hard to lustifu. But thete is a mote essential

argument: it needs to be shown that the guatdian of future genetations is not in

competition with the other commissioners. The latter protect the cleady defined

constitutional rights of the individual, as a tule, against the state. The

commissioner for future genetations is not defending compatable iegal nghts -



one can speak of the nghts of future generations rather symbolically. The

guatdian of future generations - as this internationally used tetm suggests - has

tz;ther the role of representation. In the name of future generations he influences

political decision making and raises public awareness of their case and acts as

mediator. Therefore, this institution should temain self-standing and time must

be granted for its further development in connection with similat institutions

which are to emerge in nationai laws as well as internationally.

Ladies and Gendemen!

This consultation is being held at the best moment. It may conffibute to our

main objective: the new constitution should regain its pioneering charactet in the

field of a complex environmental protection.

Lhszl6 S6lyom


